6 Zariski, loc cit., pp. 591-592. 7 A proof of the equality pa = P. given by one of the authors [PROC. NATL. ACAD. SCI., 38, 527-533 (1952)] has a serious gap and it is valid only for a special class of algebraic varieties.
In a preceding paper,' various sufficient conditions for the existence of solutions of irreflexive relations were obtained. In the present note, conditions sufficient to guarantee that a solution of a subsystem can be extended to a solution of a supersystem are presented. The definitions and notations of SOIR are presupposed here. Proofs will be omitted for lack of space.
1. If H is a subgraph of the graph G, then the graph obtained by adding to H all the arcs of G which join pairs of vertices of H will be termed the juncture of H (relative to G), and will be denoted by 2. H is termed a conjunct subgraph of G if H = H.
Let Go be the graph of the subsystem (Z)o, >) of the system (SE), >) having the graph G, > being an irreflexive binary relation. Then Go is a conjunct closed subgraph of G. Let V0 be a given solution of Go.
If Go is a conjunct subgraph of G and x is any vertex of G, let D-1(x, G -Go) be the set of all vertices y of G-Go such that y > x. If X is a set of vertices of G, let D-1(X, G -G ) = u D-'(x, G -Go), and let Xf X VOL. 39, 1953 D-8(X, G -Go) = D-'(D-n+i(X, G -Go), G -Go) for n > 1. By the predecessor-set of X relative to G -Go is meant the set P(X, G -G) = u D-n(X, G -Go). By a predecessor-sequence p(xo, 
is a solution of G and an extension of Vo.
COROLLARY. Let G be the graph of the system (Z, >) and Go the graph of a subsystem (Zo, >), and let VO be a solution of Go. Examples can be constructed easily to show that Theorem 3 above is less restrictive than Theorem 1.
If H is a subgraph of G, let K(x, H) = D(x, H) ----D-'(x, H), x e Z; let K(X, H) = u K(x, H), X c Z; let Kn(X, H) = K(KL-'(X, H), H)
Xf X for n > 1. That is, Kn(X, H) denotes the set of vertices of H connected to vertices of X by unoriented one-dimensional chains of length n.
LEMMA 9. If Z -Zor c P(VO, G -Go), then every inverse basic set B of G-i-1 has a sink in K2( V.i, G--1.), i _ 0.
A subgraph H of G is termed progressively bounded at the vertex y if all progressions of H beginning with y have lengths forming a bounded set of natural numbers. H is termed progressively bounded if it is progressively bounded at each of its vertices.
LEMMA 10. If Z -Z c P( Vo, G -Go) and if Cl(G -Go) is progressively bounded then every vertex y of Z) -o is an element of V_f or W-i for some finite ordinal i.
By a relative cycle (of Cl(G -Go) modulo VO with modulo 2 coefficients) shall be meant an unoriented one-dimensional chain lying in Cl(G -Go) except for its set of boundary vertices (possibly empty; that is, absolute cycles are included among the relative cycles) which lies in Vo.
THEOREM 6. If VO is a solution of Go such that (1) Cl(G-Go) is progressively bounded; (2) THEOREM 7. Let V be any maximally satisfactory set containing Vo such that (1) every v e V belongs to K2X(Vo, G -Go) for some n; (2) every element of K2"-1( Vo, G -Go), for each natural number m, is dominated by some element of Z -)o; (3) Cl(G -Go) contains no relative cycles of odd length. Then V is a solution of G.
It is easy to show that the hypotheses of Theorem 7 imply that V = u K2X(Vo, G-Go) and Z -V = u K2m-1(VO, G -Go). Thus Theorem 7 resembles Theorem 1, except that now the parity restrictions are on the unoriented chains rather than oriented ones and we do not restrict the sets K"(Woo, G -Go). Examples can be constructed easily which are covered by Theorem 7 but not by Theorem 1.
Let 1h(X, G -Go) denote the set of vertices of G -Go connected to X by an unoriented chain of minimal length h. Then ,sh(X, G -Go) ,Ak(X, G-Go) = 0 for h $ k. By ,u°(X, G -Go) is meant X. THEOREM 8. Let Vo be a solution of Go where Go is a conjunct subgraph of G. Let Wo = Zo-VO and suppose that every vertex of Z -Zo is connected to Zo by some unoriented chain. Let
VOL. 39, 1953 Suppose that (1) every element of W is dominated by some element of V;
(2) pAL(Vo, G -GO) k(Wo, G -GO) = 0 if h and k have the same parity; (3) no two elements of the same ,2n-,(Wo, G -GO) are adjacent; (4) no two elements of the same ,I2n( Vo, G -GO) are adjacent. Then V is a solution of G which is an extension of Vo.
THEOREM 9. Let Vo be a solution of a conjunct subgraph Go of G such that every vertex of Z -Z)o is connected to Vo by some unoriented chain. Let (1) no two elements of the same 21( Vo, G -Go), i > 0, be adjacent; (2) X j 42f-1( Vo, G -Go) imply that there exists a j _ 0 such that x < y for some y e ,.2J(Vo, G -GO). Then V = u i2(Vo, G -GO) isasolutionof G which 1. The suspension map, originally introduced by Freudenthal for the study of the homotopy groups of spheres, has proved important in general homotopy questions, and it has been found that within the "suspension range"' the situation is simpler than in the general case. In this note we show how, by passing to a direct limit of homotopy classes under suspension, it is possible to obtain a new category which is simpler in structure than the homotopy category (of topological spaces and homotopy classes of maps). The new category, called the S-category, has the important property that, for it, suspension is always an isomorphism. The homotopy classes of maps of a suspension, modulo the poles, into a space with a base point can be made into a group by an addition called track addition.2 It follows that in the S-category the mappings from one given object to an-
